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Background. There is evidence to suggest that antiretroviral therapy (ART) and testing for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) reduce the probability of transmission of HIV. This has led health officials across the United States to take steps toward a test-and-treat policy. However, the extent of the benefits generated by test-and-treat is debatable, and there are concerns, such as increased multidrug resistance (MDR), that remain unaddressed.

Methods. We developed a deterministic epidemiologic model to simulate the HIV/AIDS epidemic for men who have sex with men (MSM) in Los Angeles County (LAC). We calibrated the model to match the HIV surveillance data from LAC across a 10-year period, starting in 2000. We then modified our model to simulate the test-and-treat policy and compared epidemiologic outcomes under the test-and-treat scenario to the status quo scenario over the years 2012–2023. Outcome measures included new infections, deaths, new AIDS cases, and MDR.

Results. Relative to the status quo, the test-and-treat model resulted in a 34% reduction in new infections, 19% reduction in deaths, and 39% reduction in new AIDS cases by 2023. However, these results are counterbalanced by a near doubling of the prevalence of MDR (9.06% compared to 4.79%) in 2023. We also found that the effects of increasing testing and treatment were not complementary.

Conclusions. Although test-and-treat generates substantial benefits, it will not eliminate the epidemic for MSM in LAC. Moreover, these benefits are counterbalanced by large increases in MDR.
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Recent evidence suggests that antiretroviral therapy (ART) reduces the probability of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) transmission, particularly if initiated at early stages of the disease [1–3]. Evidence also suggests that testing HIV positive causes dramatic reductions in sexual activity levels, which also reduces HIV transmission probability [4, 5]. In light of this evidence, health officials across the United States are taking steps toward scaling up testing programs and recommending immediate ART initiation to individuals testing positive, regardless of CD4 cell count [6]. Some argue a “test-and-treat” policy could lead to elimination of the HIV epidemic [7–9].

Although reasons exist for optimism regarding the role of increased testing and treating in HIV prevention agendas, some concerns remain unaddressed. One important concern is that increased ART use creates more multidrug-resistant strains, which might limit the benefits of test-and-treat [10]. Treatment resistance already poses a major public health problem in the United States [11]. Therefore, determining how to implement test-and-treat policies where HIV prevention is maximized...
and multidrug resistance (MDR) prevalence is minimized is important. Previous mathematical models that simulate the impact of scaling up test-and-treat policies show mixed results. Some find dramatic benefits [7, 12], whereas others find only modest effects [13–15]. There is also evidence from a natural experiment suggesting that some model results may be exaggerated [16]. The discrepancy in model findings reflects the sensitivity of test-and-treat outcomes to differing underlying assumptions about HIV prevalence, proportion of undiagnosed cases, risky sexual behavior, and other population or location-specific parameters [17, 18]. This highlights the critical need to calibrate mathematical models to mimic real-world HIV prevalence and incidence trends [19]. Additionally, none of these articles explicitly addresses potential effects of test-and-treat policies on the spread of MDR. However, an earlier strand of literature examining expanded ART use addresses this issue and reports mixed findings. Some find that increasing the percentage of people using ART would substantially reduce the HIV epidemic’s severity even in the presence of high ART resistance levels [9, 20]. However, the authors note that emergence of highly transmissible resistant strains of HIV can significantly reduce the benefits of expanded use of ART [9]. Baggaley et al found that controlling sub-Saharan African HIV epidemics through treatment is ineffective, as increasing the proportion on treatment increases the emergence and spread of drug resistance [21]. Others find that benefits from expanded ART use are counterbalanced by modest increases in risky sexual behavior [21–23].

Our study contributes to this literature by using a mathematical model to simulate effects of increased testing and early initiation of treatment for men who have sex with men (MSM) in Los Angeles County (LAC). No previous study has focused on test-and-treat in LAC. In the United States, LAC has the largest incidence of HIV, and MSM account for 82% of all people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) [24, 25]. We calibrate our model using HIV surveillance data from LAC for the years 2000 to 2009. Following calibration, we manipulate parameters relating to test-and-treat to simulate alternate test-and-treat policy scenarios. To assess the individual and complementary effects of testing and treating on epidemiologic outcomes, the intensity of both testing and treatment rates are varied. Finally, we also assess how the intensity of each mechanism affects the portion of the population with MDR. The results could help inform policy makers on best approaches for the test-and-treat policy and where to focus future HIV prevention efforts.

**METHODS**

**Study Design**

To model the LAC HIV/AIDS epidemic, we calibrate a deterministic epidemiologic model to match LAC’s HIV surveillance data across a 10-year period (2000–2009). We obtain the set of model parameters that best reproduce the observed HIV/AIDS prevalence trends for MSM. We then modify our model to investigate effects of the test-and-treat policy whereby HIV testing rates are increased and newly diagnosed HIV-positive individuals are immediately treatment eligible. We focus on the MSN population because they represent >82% of PLWHA in LAC, and their biological and behavioral characteristics are likely to differ from those of heterosexuals (see the Supplementary Appendix for more detail).

**Model Structure**

We construct a compartmental HIV transmission model. Our model structure follows the general approach used in previous HIV transmission models, and in particular that used by Smith et al [11]. Our model considers the dynamics in the era of triple therapy and therefore considers dynamics of acquired and transmitted MDR.

Figure 1 displays our compartmental HIV model, whereby individuals in our population progress over the different stages of the infection. Under status quo, treatment eligibility is based on standard Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines: advanced disease and/or CD4 cell count <350 cells/μL, which, although lower than current treatment guidelines, was the guideline for most of the calibration years. The model is integrated numerically and tracks the dynamics of the population in each compartment as it changes over time.

**Key Input Parameters and Ranges**

Our model includes 34 parameters, for which we provide uncertainty ranges based upon literature review, expert opinion, and our subjective range assessment (Supplementary Tables 4–8). Key parameters for this study include the rate at which treatment-eligible individuals initiate and adhere to treatment (σ), the rate at which unaware HIV-positive individuals get tested for HIV (ω), the rate at which MDR is acquired for people on treatment (r), and the probability of HIV transmission per sexual partnership (β). To account for different infectiousness levels and risky sexual activity at different disease stages, the β parameter is unique for each model compartment. A key model assumption is that HIV-positive individuals, aware of their serostatus, significantly reduce risky behavior; we account for this by ensuring the sampling range of β for stage I is 56%–76% lower than the sampling range of β for stage J [4].

**Surveillance Data**

The surveillance data we use, as a reference to calibrate our model, were taken from LAC semiannual surveillance reports from 2008 to 2010. The surveillance data provide annual numbers of PLWHA by transmission group for the years 2000–2009. These reports differentiate HIV-positive individuals from
those with AIDS, and we distribute these stages accordingly in our model (Supplementary Appendix, section 4).

**Model Calibration**

In this section, we briefly summarize how we calibrate the model; more details on the calibration are provided in the Supplementary Appendix, section 5. To calibrate our model, we use a Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) method and match the model output to LAC surveillance data from 2000 to 2009. We first run 500,000 LHS simulations based on parameter ranges from the prior literature. Next, we drop simulations that do not match prior estimates of the proportion of PLHWA who are unaware of their HIV status [26], and MDR prevalence [11, 27]. Finally, we select the top 1000 simulations that best match estimates of total numbers of PLHWA in LAC surveillance data for the years 2000 to 2009. We use these simulations to create narrower parameter ranges and run an additional 500,000 LHS simulations. As before, we drop simulations that do not match prior estimates of the proportion of PLHWA who are unaware of their HIV status and MDR prevalence. In addition, we only retain simulations where predicted AIDS cases and non-AIDS HIV-aware cases are both <5% different from the 2009 surveillance data. Finally, of the remaining simulations, we choose the simulation that best matches the total number of PLHWA in LAC surveillance data for the years 2000–2009. We label this as the “Best Run” and use the parameters produced by this run as the main model parameters. Figure 2 compares results from the “Best Run” simulation to the surveillance data.

**Test-and-Treat Model**

To simulate the test-and-treat policy, we extend the HIV model described above by incorporating 2 additional compartments, $T_{Js}$ and $T_{Jr}$, representing the nondrug resistant and drug-resistant populations, respectively. We include the following additional compartments to account for test-and-treat interventions:

- $T_{Js}$: Nondrug-resistant treated cases
- $T_{Jr}$: Drug-resistant treated cases

We model the progression of HIV infection stages using the following parameters:

- $\lambda$: Infection rate
- $\mu$: Natural death rate
- $\omega$: Progression rate to AIDS
- $\gamma$: Treatment rate

The extended model includes:

- New compartments for treated individuals
- Adjustments to treatment and progression rates
- Interactions between treated and untreated populations

**Figure 2.** Calibration results. As shown, our calibrated model can accurately predict trends in number of AIDS and non-AIDS human immunodeficiency virus–aware cases in Los Angeles County for the years 2000–2009. Abbreviation: HIV, human immunodeficiency virus.
resistant infected individuals who initiate treatment early prior to CD4 counts falling below eligibility guidelines (Supplementary Figure 5). The \( J \) to \( T_J \) path, \( \sigma_J \), represents the early treatment initiation rate for infected individuals with a CD4 cell count \( >350 \text{ cells} / \mu \text{L} \). We assume compartment \( T_J \)'s risk of transmission is 96% lower than the risk of compartment \( J \)'s transmission [1].

Testing rates and rates at which people begin treatment are key for test-and-treat policy outcomes. We test a range of parameter combinations to assess how more aggressive testing and more aggressive treatment individually and jointly impact HIV-related outcomes.

Our baseline test-and-treatment simulation assumes the following: (1) The expected time to treatment initiation for those with CD4 counts above the threshold of 350 cells/\( \mu \)L is the same as for those with CD4 count below this threshold; (2) the average duration for undiagnosed PLWHA to get tested changes from 4.4 years to 1 year. In addition to our baseline scenarios, we provide a range of other scenarios that combine different testing and treatment intensity levels.

In LAC, achievable increases in testing and treatment levels are unclear. To estimate feasibility, we calculate new diagnoses and new people initiating treatment after the first year, which serves as a proxy for effort and resources put toward the policy.

Table 1 presents new HIV diagnoses and new people beginning treatment during the first year of the test-and-treat policy with alternative scenarios of testing and treatment intensity. Our baseline scenario (test every 1 year and treatment initiation 2.5 years after diagnosis) results in a 115% increase in new diagnoses and a 36% increase in new people initiating treatment during the first year compared to the status quo. The most aggressive strategy we simulate assumes annual testing and treatment initiation 6 months after becoming eligible. This results in increases of 114% and 156%, respectively. The least aggressive strategy we simulate, which assumes testing every 4.4 years and treatment initiation 2.5 years after becoming eligible (simply a change in the treatment eligibility guidelines), still results in an 18% increase in new people initiating treatment in the first year compared to the status quo. This is explained by the new treatment guidelines that allow people to become eligible immediately after diagnosis rather than waiting until they have a CD4 cell count \( <350 \text{ cells} / \mu \text{L} \).

### Sensitivity Analysis

We first conduct a 1-way sensitivity analysis to determine how the model results are impacted by each parameter individually. In particular, we reestimate the model by varying each parameter by 10% above and below the baseline values, while holding all other parameters fixed. We used these new parameter values to estimate effects of test-and-treat on new infections and MDR. This allows us to understand which parameters most influence our results. We also conduct a multivariate sensitivity analysis by resampling 100 000 parameter sets from the parameter range above. We use estimates from this analysis to report the 95% confidence interval for our baseline test-and-treat results (Supplementary Appendix, section 7).

### RESULTS

Figure 3 displays results under the baseline test-and-treat scenario compared to the status quo. The baseline test-and-treat scenario represents a 115% increase in the number of first-year diagnosed HIV cases and a 36% increase in the number of PLWHA treated in the first year (Table 1). Figure 3 shows that the percentage of the population that is unaware reduces over a 10-year period from 20% in 2013 to approximately 5% in 2023, and the percentage of PLWHA on ART increases from 62% in 2013 to approximately 76% in 2023. Over these 10 years, the dramatic changes in testing and treatment lead to large reductions in new infections (34%; 95% confidence interval [CI], 30%–37%), deaths (19%; 95% CI, 17%–21%), and new AIDS cases (39%; 95% CI, 36%–41%). However, contrasting these benefits, the MDR prevalence nearly doubles to 9% by 2023 (95% CI, 7.8%–10.2%).

---

Table 1. First-Year Effects of the Test-and-Treat Policy on HIV Diagnoses and Treatment Initiation With Different Levels of Testing and Treatment Intensity Compared to the Status Quo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>New HIV Diagnosis in First Year (% Change From Status Quo)</th>
<th>New People Initiating Treatment in First Year (% Change From Status Quo)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status quo</td>
<td>4437</td>
<td>5696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment 2.5 ya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 1 y</td>
<td>4937 (115%)</td>
<td>7724 (36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 2 y</td>
<td>7576 (71%)</td>
<td>3731 (28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 3 y</td>
<td>6689 (51%)</td>
<td>7154 (26%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 4.4 ya</td>
<td>4433 (0%)</td>
<td>6732 (18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment 1 y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 1 y</td>
<td>9514 (114%)</td>
<td>11248 (97%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 2 y</td>
<td>7562 (70%)</td>
<td>10343 (82%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 3 y</td>
<td>6678 (51%)</td>
<td>9973 (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 4.4 ya</td>
<td>4427 (0%)</td>
<td>9071 (59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment 6 mo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 1 y</td>
<td>9485 (114%)</td>
<td>14562 (156%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 2 y</td>
<td>7544 (70%)</td>
<td>13175 (131%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 3 y</td>
<td>6663 (50%)</td>
<td>12569 (121%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 4.4 ya</td>
<td>4419 (0%)</td>
<td>11198 (97%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Current duration based on model calibration.
* Baseline scenario.
Table 2 presents epidemiologic outcomes for all simulated scenarios. Our baseline scenario results in a substantial reduction in all epidemiologic measures. The most aggressive strategy, testing annually and treatment initiation after 6 months, increases new diagnoses by 114% and treatment by 156% in the first year (Table 1). This strategy also creates a 47% reduction in new infections, a 28% reduction in deaths, and a 64% reduction in new AIDS cases by 2023. However, under this scenario, the portion of PLWHA with MDR nearly triples to 13.7% in 2023. The least aggressive strategy we simulated, testing every 4.4 years and treatment initiation after 2.5 years—essentially just a change in treatment eligibility guidelines—still yields a 6% reduction in new infections, a 6% reduction in deaths, and an 11% reduction in new AIDS cases, with only a 1.3% increase in MDR.

Table 2 also shows the 2 mechanisms, testing and treating, are not complementary. We see roughly equal benefits from increasing testing rates regardless of treatment initiation rates and vice versa. For example, under the least aggressive treatment strategy (average duration to treatment of 2.5 years), there is an additional 28% reduction in new infections, whereas under the most aggressive treatment strategy (average duration to treatment of 6 months), there is an additional 29% reduction. Similarly, a change from the least aggressive treatment strategy to the most aggressive treatment strategy adds roughly the same benefit under all levels of testing intensity.

We also examined scenarios without early treatment guidelines implemented (ie, only increasing testing rates). This allows analysis of how much test-and-treat benefit is derived from early treatment and how much comes from increasing testing (Supplementary Table 17). We find that without any change to treatment guidelines and only increasing testing, we get about half the epidemiologic benefits, while MDR remains stable.

**Sensitivity Analysis**

Overall, our results are rather stable, with the largest impact of any 10% change in our baseline parameters resulting in only a 1.82 percentage point change in new infections. We find new infections are most sensitive to the parameters that represent sexual behavior (ie, the transmissibility parameters and number of partners).

For MDR, we find that our results are most sensitive to the rate of resistance parameter (r). Similar to new infections, the results for MDR were rather stable; the largest impact of any 10% change in our baseline parameters results in a .45 percentage point change in MDR prevalence. A complete description and results of the multivariate sensitivity analysis used for
Table 2. Epidemiologic Outcomes Under Different Test-and-Treat Intensity Levels Compared to the Status Quo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Cumulative From 2013 to 2023</th>
<th>% of Total HIV/AIDS Population in 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Infections (% Reduction)</td>
<td>Deaths (% Reduction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status quo</td>
<td>54,067 (0%)</td>
<td>42,083 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment 2.5 ya</td>
<td>35,795 (34%)</td>
<td>34,127 (19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 2 y</td>
<td>39,707 (27%)</td>
<td>36,079 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 3 y</td>
<td>42,249 (22%)</td>
<td>37,417 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 4.4 ya</td>
<td>50,676 (6%)</td>
<td>39,748 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment 1 y</td>
<td>31,251 (42%)</td>
<td>30,237 (28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 2 y</td>
<td>35,271 (35%)</td>
<td>31,890 (24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 3 y</td>
<td>37,935 (30%)</td>
<td>33,016 (22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 4.4 ya</td>
<td>47,226 (13%)</td>
<td>35,610 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment 6 mo</td>
<td>28,489 (47%)</td>
<td>27,807 (34%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 2 y</td>
<td>32,373 (40%)</td>
<td>29,172 (31%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 3 y</td>
<td>34,957 (35%)</td>
<td>30,084 (29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test every 4.4 ya</td>
<td>44,589 (18%)</td>
<td>32,633 (22%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: HIV, human immunodeficiency virus.

a Current duration based on model calibration.

b Baseline scenario.

confidence intervals is found in section 7 of the Supplementary Appendix.

We also ran an additional simulation using our best parameter estimates from the clinical literature without any calibration. Under this scenario, we find percentage reductions in deaths and new AIDS cases due to test-and-treat to be underestimated by 6.45 percentage points and 14.32 percentage points, respectively, whereas percentage reductions in new infections remain relatively stable. Absolute reductions in all outcomes are significantly underestimated (Supplementary Appendix, section 7.4).

Also, because there are no data on the relative reduction in infectiousness due to ART for MSM—data are for discordant couples—we test the sensitivity of our assumption of a 96% reduction in infectiousness from ART using the upper and lower ends of the Cohen et al 95% confidence interval, 99% and 73% reductions, respectively [1]. We also conduct a third simulation assuming a 50% reduction for additional contrast. We find that assumptions about this parameter have only a modest influence on our results (Supplementary Appendix, section 7.3).

DISCUSSION

We calibrated our model to accurately predict trends in HIV/AIDS prevalence in LAC from 2000 to 2009. We used this model to evaluate the effects of the test-and-treat policy in LAC. The results show that the test-and-treat policy can generate substantial reductions in new infections, death, and new AIDS cases. However, contrary to Granich et al, even the most aggressive test-and-test policy does not eliminate the HIV epidemic [7]. These findings are consistent with those of Long et al, Walensky et al, and Sorensen et al, who find only modest policy effects when modeling the epidemic in the United States [13–15].

We also find that the epidemiologic benefits of test-and-treat are counterbalanced by large MDR increases. It is unclear to what extent increases in MDR will affect the course of the HIV epidemic. Consistent with Velasco-Hernandez et al [9] and Lima et al [20], we show that even when MDR increases 3-fold, increasing treatment rates still brings epidemiologic benefits in the short run. Even when we simulate the model far into the future and MDR prevalence approaches 23%, the policy is still beneficial (Supplementary Appendix, section 9). However, in the long run it is possible new forms of MDR evolve with higher resistance intensity or greater transmissibility, which could exacerbate MDR consequences. Conversely, it is also possible that MDR could be mitigated by the invention of new variants of drugs that are less susceptible to resistance. With such uncertainty about the course of MDR, it is unclear whether benefits from increasing test-and-treat outweigh costs of increasing MDR. If policy makers are risk-averse, a more cautious approach to HIV prevention might involve more focus on testing without changing treatment guidelines to cover early-
stage HIV. We find that by simply increasing testing rates, we derive roughly half the benefits of the full test-and-treat policy with no MDR increase. Results also suggest that benefits of increasing testing rates and treatment rates occur independently, suggesting that implementation need not occur in unison.

Our model has its limitations. First, mathematical models are only as good as the available data used for the parameters and calibration. We rigorously calibrated our model to very accurately match LAC surveillance data and we show that if we had not calibrated and instead simply chosen parameters based on clinical literature, we would have underestimated the benefits of test-and-treat. However, many of our parameters are difficult to measure, and HIV surveillance data used for calibration itself might have measurement error. Second, our model is not stratified by risk, ethnicity, or age. Future models should attempt to achieve more granularity. Third, our model does not consider the use of preexposure prophylaxis. Recent US Food and Drug Administration approval of Truvada for preexposure prophylaxis may play an important role in future HIV incidence and drug resistance. Fourth, our simulations do not fully explore the implications of behavior among people who initiate treatment early. The possibility exists that early treatment will result in increased risky behavior in HIV-positive and susceptible populations because transmission is less likely. Another possibility is that people who initiate early-stage treatment are less likely to fully adhere to treatment; this could increase the acquired MDR rate, although the precise relationship between adherence and MDR is unknown. In summary, behavioral changes may mitigate the benefits of test-and-treat, and future research should explore implications of these behavioral changes. Fifth, we omit costs from our model, which precludes us from identifying the optimal combination of testing and treating. Future research should include a cost-effectiveness analysis of alternate test-and-treat policy options to identify the optimal policy. Understanding budgetary and scaling-up constraints of alternate prevention programs would provide insight on where to focus future prevention efforts.
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